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1

Please note that whether the educational programme is homegrown or foreign (i.e. awarded by a foreign
recognized body), the name published on all media, advertising, published material or promotional material
shall be quoted exactly as found on the license of the educational provider (inclusive of qualification number
and/or operational end date and certification end date when the programme is accredited in the UK).
2
Kindly state whether the programme is a further education course or programme/further education
module/higher education course or programme/higher education module/approved foreign further education
programme/approved higher education programme/award.
3
This note has been added for clarity on the 26th of August 2022.

4

This holds for educational programmes which have been submitted for accreditation to MFHEA and for which
the actual accreditation fees have been paid.

5

Please note that in the case of a foreign educational programme the educational provider has to quote the
foreign credit system e.g. ECTS for European Qualifications, UK credits in the case of educational programmes
accredited in the United Kingdom, CFU’s for Italian educational programmes etc.
6

In the case of a homegrown educational programme, the entry requirements are established in the final course
description approved by the MFHEA. In the case of a qualification accredited and awarded by a foreign body,
strict adherence to the foreign regulatory elements of the educational programme is expected.
7

Same as 5 above

8

An occupation is considered as a Regulated Profession when it is regulated by Law as per Chapter 451 of the
Laws of Malta and Directive 2005/36/EC and subsequent amendments or other regulatory/administrative
requirement for a professional to attain the necessary authorisation scheme being a warrant, licence, or
registration from the designated regulatory body to practising that regulated profession.
9

Competent Authority / Body responsible set by law to process applications to grant the necessary
professional qualification/s giving access to legally practise the regulated profession .

10

https://mfhea.mt/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/MFHEA.03.2021_Issue-of-Certificatation_update-June2021.pdf

